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Examine the three dimensions of science as they apply to '3-dimenstional
learning' within the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS's)

Objectives

Explore the progression of science skills and knowledge as they build
from Kindergarten through 2nd Grade
Identify ways to provide early learners with opportunities to build a
strong foundation in science and STEAM

Resources

"The overarching goal of our framework for K-12 science
education is to ensure that by the end of the 12th grade, all
students have some appreciation of the beauty and
wonder of science; posses sufficient knowledge of science
and engineering to engage in public discussions on related
issues; are careful consumers of scientific and
technological information related to their everyday lives;
are able to continue to learn about science outside school;
and have the skills to enter careers of their choice,
including (but not limited to) careers in science,
engineering, and technology."
-A Framework for K-12 Science Education

Guiding Principles
Children are born investigators
Focus on Core Ideas and Practices
Understanding develops over time
Science and engineering require both knowledge
and practice
Connecting to students' interests and experiences
Promoting equity

NGSS: The Three Dimensions

1. Asking questions and Defining problems
2. Developing and using models
3. Planning and carrying out investigations
4. Analyzing and interpreting data
5. Using mathematics and computational
thinking
6. Constructing explanations and Designing
Solutions
7. Engaging in argument from evidence
8. Obtaining, evaluating, and
communicating information

Science and
Engineering
Practices

Physical Sciences
Life Sciences
Earth and Space
Sciences
Engineering and
Technology

Disciplinary
Core Ideas

1. Patterns
2. Cause and Effect
3. Scale, Proportion, and Quantity
4. Systems and System Models
5. Energy and Matter
6. Structure and Function
7. Stability and Change

Crosscutting
Concepts

Activity #1
Science and Engineering Practices

Use GREEN sticky notes to list ideas/lessons/activities that you
do that reflect the given indicators
Use BLUE sticky notes to list natural DCI or CCC connections
Use PINK sticky notes to add useful links/resources
Use ORANGE sticky notes to write questions/concerns

Activity #1-Debrief
Science and Engineering Practices

Use GREEN sticky notes to list ideas/lessons/activities that you
do that reflect the given indicators
Use BLUE sticky notes to list natural DCI or CCC connections
Use PINK sticky notes to add useful links/resources
Use ORANGE sticky notes to write questions/concerns

Progression
Guides

Activity #2
Crosscutting Concepts

Use GREEN sticky notes to list SCIENCE ideas/lessons/activities
that you do that reflect the given indicators
Use BLUE sticky notes to list OTHER NON-SCIENCE
ideas/lessons/activities that you may relate to the indicators
Use PINK sticky notes to add useful links/resources
Use ORANGE sticky notes to write questions/concerns

Activity #2-Debrief
Crosscutting Concepts

Use GREEN sticky notes to list SCIENCE ideas/lessons/activities
that you do that reflect the given indicators
Use BLUE sticky notes to list OTHER NON-SCIENCE
ideas/lessons/activities that you may relate to the indicators
Use PINK sticky notes to add useful links/resources
Use ORANGE sticky notes to write questions/concerns

A Sample Performance Expectation
K-PS2-1
Plan and conduct an investigation to
compare the effects of different
strengths or different directions of
pushes and pulls on the motion of an
object
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Supplemental Strategies
for Implementation

Reminders:

IMSA Survey
ISBE Evaluation
Materials Download
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